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We shall define a collection of operators {os} on the class of r-step nilpotent 
Lie algebras, one for each integer s >, Y, such that or2 is not necessarily the 
identity, but uz = (T$. Moreover, this is the natural generalization of 
Scheuneman’s duality operator [4], in that it coincides with his in the a-step 
case. We also demonstrate how the class of quasicyclic nilpotent Lie algebras 
is left invariant under os . 
The following notations will be used. If L is a Lie algebra, let U1) = [L, L], 
L(2) = [L, [L, L]] )..., etc. L is nilpotent ifL(r) = (0) for some positive integer r. 
L is strictly n-step nilpotent if L(+l) # (0), but L(“) = (0). L is n-step 
nilpotent if L(“) = (0). 
If P and Q are subspaces of L, then [P, Q] will denote the subspace of L 
generated by the collection of all [x, y], where x E P, and y E Q. 
1. ~-STEP DUALITY 
To see what we shall be about, we construct Scheuneman’s duality operator 
in an elementary manner. 
Suppose L is 2-step nilpotent. Let P be any vector subspace in L such 
that L = P @ [L, L], a direct vector space sum. P generates L as a Lie 
algebra, since [P, P] = [L, L]. So, L = P @ [P, P]. 
Consider the bracket operation [ , 1: L x L -+ L. Since L is 2-step 
this is defined completely by its effect on P x P. Thus consider [ , 1: 
P x P--f [P, P]. Since [ , ] is skew-symmetric and bilinear, there exists 
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Let F = P @ P A P. F is a 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra if we define 
the bracket as follows: 
for p, m both in P 
either p, or m in P A P. 
Let K be the null space of the linear map f. Then K is an ideal of F, 
KC P A P. Hence, L is Lie algebra isomorphic to P @ (P A P)/K. Let 
P* be the vector space dual of P. Then (P A P)* is isomorphic to P* A P* 
in a natural manner. Put F* = P* @ P* A P* and define the bracket in 
.F* in a manner analogous to F. F* is then a 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra. 
Define 
K*={olE(PAP)*j(c$p) =OforahpEK}. 
Then K* can be naturally identified with an ideal of F*, contained in 
P* A P*. Call this ideal K*, again. Scheuneman’s dual can then be defined 
as LA = P* @ P* A P*IK*, with bracket operation induced from F*. 
Moreover, the definition makes sense since choosing another vector 
subspace Q such that L = Q @ [L, L], we get an isomorphic dual Lie algebra 
to our original one. 
The following properties can be observed: 
(1.1). L, and L, are isomorphic 2-step nilpotent Lie algebras if and 
only if LIA and L,” are also. 
(1.2). (LA)A and L are Lie algebra isomorphic. 
2. A NATURAL ISOMORPHISM 
Let K be a fixed field and P a vector space over K. Then the tensor algebra 
based on P is @ = K @P @ PBz @ -** @Par @ *a*. F(P) shall denote the 
free Lie algebra generated by P, and F,.(P) the free r-step nilpotent Lie 
algebra generated by P. We can identify the latter with F(P)/(F(P))(“. 
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Let m denote the ideal P @ Pa2 @ a.0 @ Par @ ... in ad. We have a 
linear mapping u of O?’ into F such that u(x) = x for x in P, and 
a(xl @ *.- @xv) = [x1 .a* [Xxrdl ) XJ] -*I 
for x1 @ *em @ x, E P@. Put L, = L(P),. = u(P@). Then L, C P@ and 
we can write F as 
Let P* be the vector space dual of P. Define (I* and L(P*), corresponding 
to u and L(P), , respectively; as above, L(P*), C P*or. P*@r is naturally 
isomorphic with (Pm”)*, so we shall identify L(P*), with its image in (P@)* 
under this natural isomorphism. 
Suppose now that e, , e, ,..., e, is a basis of P, and e1 , c2 ,..., cn the corre- 
sponding dual basis of P *. Let @ be an element of P*Br, 
p = C Igi,.+.i,Eil @ ‘*’ @ Ei, 3 ~il.a.ir E k, 
and b an element of P@, 
We shall call /3 and b formdy the same if &...r, = btl...i for every indexing 
set, i1 *** i, in the expressions for /I and b. From our defimtions of u* and u, 
it is evident that if j3 and b are formally the same, then u*(p) and u(b) are 
formally the same. Suppose OL E L(P*), C (Pm’)*. Consider the restriction 
of (Y to L(P), , call it 5. Then Or is an element of (L(P)T)*. In this way we 
get a natural map of L(P*), into (L(P),)*, namely OL --+ 6. 
Assume now that k is a totally real field. Then 
LEMMA. 01--+ ii is a natural isonwrphism of L(P*), onto (L(P),)*. 
Proof. Clearly, (CX + /3) = Z + /? for any 01, /I EL(P*), so the map is 
K-linear. 
To see that it is injective, pick a basis e, ,..., e, of P, and the dual basis 
l l ,***, %a of P*. Each element of L(P),. C P@ can be written uniquely in 
the form 
1 ail...i,eil @ .*. @I ei, , ail...i, E k. 
Likewise, each element a! of L(P*), can be written as 
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Take such an 01 inL(P*), . Then there exists /3 in P*@* such that u*(p) = a. 
Now, 
Consider the element b = C /li,...i,ei, @ ... @ eb in PBr. /3 and b are formally 
the same, and so are 0*(/I) and u(b). Therefore, 
u(b) = cz = C a,,...i,eil @ ... @ eil 
is in L(P), . Then, if a(L(P),) = 0, we have, in particular, a(u) = 0. But 
a(a) = 1 (+.jJ2 = 0. 
Since k is a totally real field, each ~l~r...~, must be zero, so 01 is also zero. 
Since dimL(P*), = dim&(P),.) < +co, this map is surjective. 
3. A KNOWN REPRESENTATION 
Let L be a nilpotent Lie algebra and P a subspace of L such that as a 
vector space L = P @ [L, L] a direct sum. P generates L as a Lie algebra 
but no proper linear subspace of P has this property. Thus, we shall call 
P a coderived subspace of L. 
The following known facts are listed for future reference: 
(3.1). LetF, be a free nilpotent Lie algebra with PI and P2 as coderived 
subspaces of F, . Then there is a 19 E Aut(F,) such that B(P,) = Pz . 
(3.2). If L is an r-step nilpotent Lie algebra and P a coderived subspace 
of L, then there is an ideal Q of F,(P) such that Q C [F,.(P) F,(P)] and L is 
Lie algebra isomorphic with F,.(P)/Q. 
(3.3). Suppose Qj is an ideal of F,(P,), for i = 1, 2 and Q( C 
[F,.(P,), F,(P,)]. FT(Pl)/Ql and F,.(P,)/Q, are Lie algebra isomorphic iff 
there is a Lie algebra isomorphism 8: F,(P,) + F,(P,) such that e(QJ = Q2. 
4. THE QUASIDUALITY OPERATOR 
Let L be any r-step nilpotent Lie algebra, and P a coderived subspace 
of L. L = F,.(P)/Q for some ideal Q of F,(P) contained in [F,(P), F,(P)]. Put 
F, = F,(P) = P 0 L(P)2 @ ... @L(P),-, . 
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Then 
[FT 7 JJTI * = [W>2 0 * -- 0 -qP),-,I * 
w L(P); @ ’ * * @ L(P);-, m L(P*), @ *. . @ L(P*)T-l 
= [F,*, F,*l, 
where both isomorphisms are natural ones. 
Define Q* = {h E [FT , F,]* 1 A(Q) = O}. Identify in the above natural 
way Q* with a subset of [F,*, F,*], and again call it IQ*. Let Q” be the ideal 
of F,* generated by Q*. 
DEFINITION. Let s and r be any integers, s 3 r > 1. Let L be a strictly 
r-step nilpotent Lie algebra. Define the s-quasidual Lie algebra of L to be 
a,L = F,(P)*/Q”. o,L is an s-step nilpotent Lie algebra. If Y(s) denotes 
the class of s-step nilpotent Lie algebras, then crs is an operator from 9(s) 
to itself. We shall call UJ the quasidual Lie algebra of L, and denote it simply 
as uL. 
(4.1). If LI and L, are isomorphic nilpotent Lie algebras, then uL, and uL, 
are isomorphic nilpotent Lie algebras. 
Proof. Write, as usual, L, = F,.(PI)/QI and L, = F,.(P2)/Q2 . By (3.3) 
it is enough to find 8*: F,(P,)* -+ F,.(P,)*, a Lie algebra isomorphism, 
such that 8*QaA = QrA. By this same proposition, there exists 0: F,(P,) + 
W’J with 4QJ = Q2 -
Define a mapping d*: F,.(P,)* -+ F,(P,)* by 8*(f) = f0, wheref EF,(P.J*. 
(1). e* is clearly K-linear. 
(2). If e*(f) = f. 0 = 0, then f (B(x)) = 0, for every x EF,(PJ. 
But each y E F,(P,) is equal to e(x) for some x. Hence, f(y) = 0 for every y 
in F,(P,). 8* is onto by the usual dimension arguments. 
(3). e*([fI , fi])w = v; ,fil(w) 
= [fiwa fzM~>)l = rfl4 f&1(4 
= re*fI , e*filw 
By (l)-(3), 8* is a Lie algebra isomorphism. 
Now it is enough to show that e*(Qa*) cQ1*, for then B(Q2A) = Qrd. 
Let f E Q2* and Q E Qi . Then e*f (4) = f (8(q)) E f (QJ which is 0. Con- 
sequently, S*f E Qr*, so that O*(Qz*) _C Qr*. 
Letf e Qr * and 4 E Qr . We know there is anjin F,(P,)* such that 0*j = f. 
0 = f (4) = B*](q) =f(e(q)). Since .9(Qi) = Qe , j(Q2) = 0. Hence, JEQ~*. 
So, b’*(Q,*) 2 Q1*. 
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(4.2). Let L be a nilpotent Lie algebra. Then, up to a natural ident$cation, 
L C a(a(L)), where a(o(L)) indicates taking the quasidual of L twice with respect 
to the same u = u,. . 
Proof. Write L = F,(P)/Q, where L = P @ [L, L]. Then 
Now, 
UL = F,(P)*/QA. 
44 = (F#')*)*/(QA)" - FG')l(QA)" 
canonically. Up to this identification, it is enough to show that (QA)d C Q. 
We know that (Q*)* = Q*, and that Q* C QA. Then (QA)* C (Q*)* = Q. 
But, (Q”)A is the ideal generated by (Q”)*. Since Q is an ideal, (&A)” C Q. 
Remark. The opposite inclusion is not in general true. We have the 
following easy example: 
Let L have basis x1 , x2, y, H, with multiplication table [x1 , XJ = y, 
[x1 , y] = a, and all other brackets are either zero, or obtained by skew- 
symmetry. Then 
F = F,(P) 
= real span of ix1 ,x2 , k , ~~1, [x1 , [x1 ,41, 13 , [x1 ,x211> 
L = F/Q, where Q = {[x2 , I% , x211>- So,
QA = real span of -Xx1*, x2*1, [x1*, I%*, x2*11, [x2*, [x1*, x2*]]) 
= [F*, F*]. 
Hence, UL is the 2-dimensional abelian Lie algebra. But, u(u(L)) M F. 
Therefore, L C u(u(L)) = F up to an identification, and L # F. 
The next proposition suggests the terminology quasidual. 
(4.3). Suppose L is as in (4.2). Then UL and o(u(uL)) are Lie aZgebru 
isomorphic, where each u = u,. . 
Proof. Write L = F,(P)/Q. Th en UL = F,(P*)/QA Since ((F,(P*))*)* 
is canonically isomorphic with F,(P*), we must show that F,.(P*)/QA is 
Lie algebra isomorphic with F,(P*)/(QA)“)A. By (3.3), it is sufficient to see 
that QA and ((QA)A)A are identifiable by a canonical isomorphism. 
By (4.2) applied to uL, UL 5 u(u(uL)), so that QA S ((QA)“)“. 
Now, ((QA)“)* 2 Q*, and this implies ((QA)A)AZ QA. 
These inclusions, both made up to the same canonical identification, 
imply that QA and ((8”)“)” are identifiable as desired. 
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Remark. Suppose L is a two-step nilpotent Lie algebra L = FJQ. 
Then Q* is already an ideal of F,* since any linear subspace of [Fz*, F,*] 
is an ideal of F,*. So, QA = Q*, and uL = F,*lQ*. This is just the two- 
step dual of Scheuneman previously discussed. 
5. THE CASE OF QUASICYCLIC NILPOTENT LIE ALGEBRAS 
A nilpotent Lie algebra L will be called quasicyclic [2] if L has a subspace U 
so that as a vector space L= lJ@U1@Uz@~*~@UT@..., a direct 
sum. All two-step nilpotent Lie algebras are, of course, quasicyclic. Such 
Lie algebras can be characterized as in the following. 
PROPOSITION. L is quasicyclic if and only if L has a subspace U so that 
L = U @[L, L] and the identity map on the subspace U can be extended 
to a derivation of L. 
We shall show that the class of quasicyclic Lie algebras is left invariant 
by the quasiduality operator CT. 
Take F,. , a free r-step nilpotent Lie algebra, and a coderived subspace, 
P, of F, . Then 
F, = P @ L(P)2 @ .*a 0 L(P),-, 
is a graded Lie algebra. A subspace Q of F, will be called homogeneous with 
respect o P if 
T-l 
Q = ;lQnP(j) 
where the sum is a direct vector space sum. Q is homogeneous in F, if Q is 
homogeneous with respect to P, for some coderived subspace, P, for F, . 
Let @(P, Y) denote the totality of r-step nilpotent Lie algebras, L, which 
have P as a coderived subspace and, furthermore, 
(5.1). If L E @(P, Y), there exists an ideal, Q, homogeneous with respect 
to P, such that Q C [F7 , F,.] and L is Lie algebra isomorphic to FJQ. 
Proof. Let Q be the ideal guaranteed by (3.2). Since 
F, = P @ L(P)2 @ ... 0 L(P),-, , 
any q E Q can be decomposed as q = ql + q2 + a.* + qrSl , with ql E P 
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and qi EL(P), for i = 1, 2,..., r - 1. It is sufficient to show qj E Q for 
j = 1) 2 ,..., Y - 1. 
Let n: F, + L be the natural projection map. Then 
0 = T(Q) = 441) + +l2) + .-* + +L-lb 
But, 
Tr(P) = P, a(L(P),) = [P, P] ,..., Tr(L(P),) = PC’-1). 
Therefore, n-(q,) E P, and n(q$) E Pti), i = 2, 3 ,..., Y - 1. 
Since L = P @ Pt2) @ *.* @ P+l), x(qJ = 0 for all j = 1, 2 ,..., r - 1. 
Hence qj E Q for all j. 
Suppose now that L and Q are as in (5.1). Let P* be the vector space 
dual of P, and 
F,” = F,(P*) = P* @ L(P*), @ ... @ L(P*),,, . 
Write Q = Q1 + Qs + a.* + Qr-i , where Q, = Q n P and Qi = Q n Pci), 
i = 2,..., Y - l.Put 
Qi” = {a E L(P)? ) a(Qi) = O> C L(P*), , 
the inclusion being up to a canonical isomorphism. Define 
Q" = Q,# + *-* +Q:-1. 
This must be a direct vector space sum since the sum of the L(P*)i was 
such. Define Qb to be the least ideal of F,* containing Q#. We can actually 
represent Qb as 
Q” = Q” + [Q#, P*] + ..a + [... [Q#, P-1. 
(r-zbtimes 
(*I 
(5.2). Qb is a homogeneous ideal ofFT* with respect o P*, and Qb C [F,.*, F,.*]. 
Proof. Since Q# and F,* are both homogeneous with respect to P*, 
[Q#, FT*] is so, also. Now 
CQ#,Ii;*l = ‘c’ ( C [Q,*, W*),I) 
j=l p+q=i 
and the outer sum is direct. By induction, [...[Q#, F,*] F,.*] .**F,.*] is 
homogeneous with respect to P* for any finite number of FT*‘s. 
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Now, Q# + [Q#,Fr*] is also seen to be homogeneous with respect to P*. 
Again, an induction argument shows that 
Q” + [Q”,F,.*] + ... + [-.[Q#, F,*]F,*l --FT*] 
is homogeneous tiith respect to P *. By these two inductions and (*) above, 
Qb is a homogeneous ideal with respect to P*. From the construction, 
Q” C VT*, F,*l. 
Let L E @(P, Y) and write L = FJQ. Suppose 
Q* = {h E [Fr , F,-I * I We) = 0). 
(5.3). There is a natural identzjkation of Q* and Q#. 
PYOO~. Recall 
[Fr ,Frl* = [L(P>e 0 *a- @ W’),-,I* 
M L(P),* @ ... @L(P);-, 
M L(P*), @ .* * @ L(P*),-, 
= [FT*, F,.*]. 
(**I 
LetfEQi#, where iE(2, 3 ,..., Y - 11. Then f~ L(P*), . Since 
L(P*), @ *.. @I L(P*),-, 
is a direct sum, we can naturally identify f with an element of 
L(P),* 0 ... @ L(P):M1 by f w (0 ,..., O,f, 0 ,..., 0). 
ith-slot 
By (w), this new element can be identified with an element, call it f 
again, in [L(P)z @ .*a @L(P),-,]*. Take this f. 
(58) = Cf,Qs> + a.. + (f,Qr-1) 
= (0, Qd 4 ... + (f, 83 + (0, Qi+l> + .** + (0, Qr-1) 
=o+o+..-+o 
therefore f E [FT, Fr]* n Q* = Q*. 
Hence, Q# -CQ* up to an identification. 
Let h EQ*. Then h E [Fr , F,.]* and h(Q) = 0. Moreover, h(Q,) = ... = 
4Q4 = 0. 
Define hj to be the restriction of h to L(P)j , for j = 2, 3,..., Y - 1. 
hi(Qj) = h(QJ = 0. Therefore, h,. E Qj#. 
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Since [F,. , F,.] = L(P)a @ *.* @L(P),, is a direct sum, 
h = h, + h, + *.* + h,-, EL(P); @ -*- @L(Pgl. 
Since each hi E Qj#, h is in Q+. Hence, Q* C Q*. 
The identifications we used to show both inclusions were the same ones 
each time, and were natural isomorphisms. Therefore, we can naturally 
identify Q* and Q#. 
In this way we identify QA and Q”. Since Qb is homogeneous, we have 
as a corollary the following. 
(5.4). If L is a quasicyclic nilpotent Lie algebra, then aL is also a quasicyclic 
nilpotent Lie algebra. 
For the class of such L’s we have the following interesting property: 
(5.5). For Y > s, both positive integers and L an r-step nilpotent Lie algebra, 
let p denote the natural projection map L -+ L/L@‘. Then 






L/L(S) (Ill ~sW-w 
is a commutative diagram. 
Proof. Let L be given as L = F,.(P)/Q, where P is a coderived subspace 
for L and Q = Q2 @ -** @ Qr-i a homogeneous ideal wrt P. It is sufficient 
to show that 
PQ# = (PQ>“, where Q#=Qs#@**-@Q~-i. 
For then, pQb = (pQ)* and 
P~FAQ, 0 **a 0 Qv-l) = p(F,*lQ, + -.. + Qr-I> 
= F,*lQ, + -.. + Qs-1 
= u~(F,lQz + *** + Qd 
Since Q = Q2 + ... + Q,.-r is a direct sum, and for each i = z,..., r - 1, 
Qd CL(P), , we have pQ = Qi + Qa + -.* + Qs-i. Therefore, (pQ)# = 
Qz” + ..* + Q:--1. Now 
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Since Qi+ CL(P*)i, pQ# = Qs# + .*. + Qrml . Therefore pQ# = (pQ)#, 
as desired. 
As a corollary of (5.5) and (5.4) we have the following. 
(5.6). Suppose L is a nonabelian quasicyclic nilpotent Lie algebra. Then 





L/L [L, 412 4w, [L 4) 
is commutative. If uL is abelian, so is p(uL), i.e., so is u,(L/[L, [L, L]]). Then 
by the results of Section 1, 
4+/& L LIIN - WL L 41 
is free two-step nilpotent. 
If L/[L, [L, L]] is free two-step nilpotent, then u2(L/[L, [L, L]]) is an abelian 
Lie algebra. Hence, from the diagram, UL is also abelian. 
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